Modern Art & Design
2.

Group of Art Glass wares with streaked designs, comprising a faceted vase with green and brown design, the base engraved Mdina, and date of 1984,
further vase with brown streaked design and similar bowl, the bowl also engraved Mdina to base, tallest vase 17cm (3) 2.Group of Art Glass wares to
include an ovoid vase with streaked blue decoration, engraved Mdina to base, together with two further glass paperweights with similar blue decoration
(3), the vase 13cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

3.

Art Glass vase modelled as a strawberry, 10cm high

4.

Cube tea set manufactured by George Clewes & Co Ltd for The Cunard White Star Line, supplied by Stoniers, Liverpool, comprising cube shaped tea
pot, water jug and sugar bowl, also a Burleigh ware Art Deco jam pot and cover (4)
Est Price £80 - £100

5.

Sadler Pottery model of a container modelled as a car with the number plate Hold It, Sadler factory mark to base, 22cm long

6.

Unusual Bretby pottery model of a cat with glass eyes holding a reel of cotton in its forelegs, 24cm long

7.

Unusual Bretby dish modelled with a monkey with glass eyes and a cigarette on a brown pottery ground, the base with Bretby mark and number 1823,
17cm long
Est Price £30 - £40

8.

Two Albany porcelain models, one entitled "Ritz" and a further model of a lady on a metal base entitled "Manhattan", both stamped Albany England to
base, the tallest 20cm high
Est Price £40 - £60

9.

Arts & Crafts metal plaque with planished finish, the centre inset with an enamel plaque of a galleon with further small enamel inset below, 15cm long
Est Price £30 - £40

10.

Group of enamel plaques with black lettering on white ground, one Spanish and three further plaques with numbers (4), largest 20cm diam

11.

Flared vase with floral design and angular handles, the base stamped "British Roskyl Pottery" and pattern number D96/233, 20cm high

12.

Beswick ware baluster vase decorated in pastel colours with a geometric design and flower heads in relief, the base with factory mark and pattern 7492
(restoration to base), 21cm high

13.

Large Art Pottery ewer, probably West German, the ribbed body with a streaked design above a blue ground, the ewer with curled strap handle, 27cm
high

14.

Studio Pottery pot and cover with bamboo handle, together with a cylindrical Studio Pottery vase, (2), the pot 15cm high

15.

Large West German pottery vase with a Poole type design in red and black, the base impressed West Germany, shape 211/53, 55cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

16.

Shaped Art Glass fruit bowl painted in tones of green and brown

17.

Art Deco glass box with wooden liner, the top with engraved rectangular design, 26cm long

18.

Pair of Murano Venetian glass figures of a gentleman and lady in 18th century costume, 18cm high (2)
Est Price £80 - £100

19.

Pottery table lamp modelled as an Art Nouveau lady holding a vase, the lamp 30cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

20.

Large group of small Art Pottery vases and dishes, one by Wells Paris Pottery, another Le Dieu, (20)
Est Price £30 - £40

21.

Large glass pink stained bowl with swirling design, two glass lamps, a further Loetz style vase, a carnival glass vase, (6)
Est Price £30 - £40

22.

Set of three brown glazed goldstone pottery dishes with a slip design, largest 28cm diam (3)

23.

Art Pottery slip ware dish with a portcullis design to centre in tones of brown slip, JS monogram to base, 23cm diam

24.

Group of Studio Pottery vases including one by George Barfoot, Wells Pottery, three further vases, a jug and small bowl with incised PF to base (7)
Est Price £30 - £40

25.

Group of Studio Pottery bowls, (5), largest 20cm

26.

Carlton ware bowl, the legs modelled as lobsters, factory mark to base and design no 715641, together with a pottery lemon squeezer modelled as a
boat (2), the dish 21cm
Est Price £30 - £40

27.

Group of Studio Pottery with some bowls by Andrew Hill and a green glazed ewer, also by Hill, (6), largest bowl 17cm diam

28.

Yelland Pottery part coffee set comprising four coffee cans and saucers and a jug and cover, all with Yelland Pottery seal mark (9)
Est Price £40 - £60

29.

Two Studio Pottery bowls designed by Paul Baron, both with Tenmoku type glazes (2), largest 27cm long

30.

Group of three grey glazed Studio Pottery vases including one by John Green

31.

Group of Studio Pottery wares including a baluster vase with seal mark for John Green, two further jugs and a small ewer by Christopher Lewis,
Newhaven (4)
Est Price £30 - £40

32.

Large Studio Pottery bowl by The Torquil, incised to base, the bowl with a grey design, 24cm diam

33.

Pair of Art Deco vases, possibly Myott, with ovoid bodies and faceted shaped necks, in blue and green with a geometric design with gilt loop handles,
25cm high (2)
Est Price £30 - £40

34.

Group of Czechoslovakian pottery vases comprising a baluster vase with a polychrome design in orange and blue and green, together with a similar
ewer with yellow handle, (2)

35.

Greek Pottery vase and a Spanish Pottery Alberello decorated in green with a lady, the vase 22cm

36.

Susie Cooper kestrel shape coffee pot, together with an Art Deco Burleigh ware Moonbeams Zenith shape jug and a Royal Doulton Venetian scenes
coffee pot (3), largest 20cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

37.

Green glazed pottery jug by J R Mally & Co, possibly after a design by Christopher Dresser, 20cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

38.

Studio Pottery vase and a further pottery jug made for Alton Towers with stamp to base (2), the vase 14cm high

39.

Clement Massier vase by Juan Golfe, the Art Nouveau style vase with small loop handles and a turquoise glaze, 16cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

40.

Denby ware large ewer with a streaked design in red and blue together with a further Denby ware cylindrical vase, the top half with a ribbed body and
streaked design, the vase 18cm high (2)
Est Price £30 - £40

41.

Denby Minaret cylindrical vase designed by David Yorroth and Audrey Cole Parker with artist's monogram to base and factory mark, 32cm high

42.

Belgian Pottery Art Deco vase, the globular shape with a floral design, 18cm high

43.

Barum Ware ewer with globular body and neck, the top shaped as a grotesque face, with arms forming two loop handles, 17cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

44.

Elkesley Studio Pottery vase with streaked design, together with a Radford cylindrical vase with floral design (2), largest 14cm high

45.

Barnstaple Pottery mug to commemorate the Coronation of Edward VIII with Dorothy incised to the side, factory mark to base, 8cm high

46.

Group of Art Deco dinner wares including a Royal Doulton Art Deco shape tureen and cover with black handles, factory mark and Radiance pattern to
base, together with a group of wares by Midwinter Pottery comprising two Art Deco tureens and covers and three oval shaped serving dishes of varying
sizes and two plates, largest dish 38cm (11)
Est Price £40 - £60

47.

Belgian Nimy Art Deco Pottery model of a bird in stylised form in green crackle glaze, standing on a rectangular base, 22cm high
Est Price £30 - £40

48.

Large Studio Pottery bowl with a mottled brown design, 38cm diam

49.

Group of Studio Pottery comprising two baluster vases, a further ewer and small bowl, the pieces incised "Coles" to base, (4)

50.

Beswick Art Deco jug shape 125 with a mottled blue and green design, 18cm high

51.

Two Studio Pottery bowls, one with monogram HW to base, the second incised "Alan Ward", largest bowl 15cm diam

52.

Small Wemyss ware plate with factory mark to base, decorated with an apple amongst green foliage, 14cm diam

53.

Large bowl with geometric design in yellow, blue and green within a criss-cross border, 30cm diam

54.

Group of Poole Pottery wares all with typical high fired designs on a red ground, comprising a large dish, two smaller dishes and a bowl, the largest dish
27cm diam (4)
Est Price £30 - £40

55.

Belisha tea pot, modelled as a cannon, manufactured by George Clewes, 15cm high

56.

Group of Crown Devon wares with a black and white design on a green ground, comprising a ewer, two dishes and a centrepiece, the ewer 22cm high

57.

Large glass fruit bowl with a bubble design, stained brown, with factory mark engraved "Webb" to base, 23cm diam

58.

Large Moorcroft baluster vase decorated with the Parrot and Lemon Tree pattern, 27cm high
Est Price £50 - £100

59.

Langham Glass bowl together with a larger glass dish of ovoid shape, the largest 37cm diam (2)

62.

Two mid-20th century blonde wood Ercol chairs with spindle back supports and tapering legs, 86cm high
Est Price £30 - £50

63.

Unusual mid-20th century blonde wood Ercol child's rocking chair with spindle back supports, 74cm high
Est Price £50 - £60

64.

Mid-20th century blonde wood Ercol two-tier plate rack, 97cm wide
Est Price £50 - £60

65.

1960s rectangular teak mirror, 95cm wide

70.

20th century chromium uplighter stamped 118 to base, possibly English, 174cm high
Est Price £40 - £60

71.

Circa 1970s round glass topped coffee table with three side nest tables under, for Nathan Furniture
Est Price £30 - £40

72.

Circa 1975 pair of side chairs by Willy Rizzo, constructed from polished stainless steel and upholstered in Paul Smith fabric, both signed to base and
catalogue featuring them included, height 80cm
Est Price £300 - £400

73.

Mid-20th century Terence Conran coffee table, the top decorated with London scenes, designed by John Piper, with black metal supports and plywood
undershelf, 115cm wide
Est Price £100 - £150

74.

Late 20th century large desk formed from one piece of glass, 74cm high x 126cm wide
Est Price £120 - £150

75.

1960s Terence Conran for Habitat yellow painted mac lamp
Est Price £40 - £60

76.

In the style of Terence Conran for Habitat, white/cream painted mac lamp

77.

1970s orange painted vintage desk lamp

78.

Arts & Crafts type oak chair with woven rush base, 110cm high
Est Price £70 - £80

79.

20th century rectangular coffee table inlaid with ceramic tiles in abstract design, 45cm high
Est Price £30 - £50

80.

Pair of Art Deco walnut and rosewood bedside cupboards
Est Price £250 - £350

81.

1960s vintage teak sideboard with two cupboard doors flanked by three drawers on splayed legs and brass feet, probably English, 168cm wide
Est Price £80 - £100

82.

Modernist copper sculpture of circular form on wooden base, 38cm high

83.

Pair of Quad ESL 57 electrostatic loudspeakers, serial nos 34180 and 34181, 87cm wide
Est Price £300 - £350

84.

Quad 33 pre-amp, 303 power amp, FM3 tuner, 26, 26 and 12.5cm wide respectively (3
Est Price £200 - £250

85.

Quad 33 pre-amplifier FM3 tuner, 405 power amplifier (3)
Est Price £200 - £250

86.

Torrens TD110 record deck (perspex cover missing) and a pair of Harbeth HL monitor MkII loudspeakers (grilles missing) (3)
Est Price £50 - £70

87.

Art Deco metamorphic mahogany cocktail serving trolley, 94cm high extended
Est Price £120 - £150

88.

Circa 1950s plywood sewing box with central carry handle and revolving movement supported on splayed feet, 40cm high
Est Price £50 - £80

89.

Art Deco walnut standard lamp decorated with motifs and parcel gilt Greek key decoration, including shade frame, 176cm high
Est Price £150 - £200

90.

Art Deco Birds Eye maple tallboy with fitted interior and sliding drawer with leaf decoration to doors, 113cm high
Est Price £200 - £250

91.

Art deco walnut demi-lune shaped console table, 69cm high
Est Price £100 - £120

92.

Pair of shaped brass candlesticks holders, 18cm wide

93.

Cat and Mouseman large oak dining table with dimple effect to top and inscribed with maker to base, 76cm high x 185cm long
Est Price £400 - £600

94.

20th century Robert Thompson Mouseman carved lidded box with the sleeping mouse to finial, and dimpled effect to sides, 18cm long x 10cm deep x
8.5cm tall
Est Price £80 - £100

95.

Set of four 20th century Robert Thompson Mouseman carved napkin rings of octagonal form with the sleeping mouse to the side of each, 5cm high each
Est Price £50 - £80

96.

Pair of mid-20th century G-plan teak chairs with spindle supports and legs, upholstered in green fabric, height 77cm
Est Price £30 - £40

97.

Art Deco coffee table with circular marble top supported by an ebonised and walnut stand, 46cm high
Est Price £200 - £250

98.

Mid-20th century teak serving tray with handle for Finmar Greco England, length 51cm
Est Price £30 - £40

99.

Three 1960s/1970s muramic framed wall decorations by Hornsea Pottery, labels verso
Est Price £60 - £80

101.

AR Helen Layfield Bradley (1900-1979)"Our Christmas Ducks"artist's coloured proof with publisher's blind stamp, signed in pencil to lower right
margin38 x 49cm
Est Price £50 - £60

102.

AR Helen Layfield Bradley (1900-1979)"Gathering holly"artist's coloured proof with publisher's blind stamp, signed in pencil to lower right margin29 x
37cm
Est Price £40 - £50

103.

AR David Gentleman (born 1930) "Bedfordbury (Peabody & Chandos Place)"lithograph, signed and number 20/120 in pencil to lower margin47 x 67cm
Est Price £50 - £60

104.

Trevor Pue (20th century)"Marine forms I"coloured etching and aquatint, signed, numbered 34/150 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin35 x
18cm, together with a further limited edition print by W B Hansen (2)

105.

AR Negar Faragiani (born 1977)Abstract compositionmixed media, signed lower right40 x 40cm
Est Price £250 - £350

106.

AR John Newland (contemporary)"Morston, North Norfolk"acrylic on board, 34 x 44cmProvenance: Bircham Gallery, 14 Market Place, Holt
Est Price £400 - £500

107.

AR Geoffrey Wales (1912-1990)"Rock Rose"black and white woodcut, signed, numbered 4/25 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin 11 x 11cm
Est Price £40 - £50

108.

AR Geoffrey Wales (1912-1990)"Garden in Winter"black and white woodcut, signed, numbered 7/25 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin14 x
9cm
Est Price £30 - £50

109.

British School (20th century) Swans alightingblack and white woodcut, indistinctly signed and dated 34 in pencil to lower margin7 x 11cm

110.

AR Edmund Blampied (1886-1966)"A Jersey Shore"black and white etching, signed and numbered 99/100 in pen to lower margin19 x 27cmProvenance:
Alex Reid & Lefevre Ltd, 1a King Street, St James, London
Est Price £150 - £200

111.

AR Juan Genoves (born 1930), "Pruegaddi Artista"black and white etchingsigned, dated 66 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin 13 x 15cm
Est Price £100 - £120

112.

AR Alan Turner (20th century)"Landscape Bairnkine"oil on board, signed and dated 1977 lower right22 x 36cm

113.

AR Louis James (1920-1996)"Andalusian night"oil on panel, signed lower right, inscribed with title verso25 x 17cmProvenance: Roland Browse and
Delbanco, 19 Cork St, Old Bond St, London
Est Price £250 - £300

114.

AR Clare Veronica Hope Leighton, SWE, ARE, RE (1898-1989)"Green Woodpecker"black and white woodcut, signed, numbered 10/30 and inscribed
with title in pencil to lower image12 x 9cm
Est Price £50 - £60

115.

AR Clare Veronica Hope Leighton, SWE, ARE, RE (1898-1989)"Shire Horse"black and white woodcut, signed, numbered 23/30 and inscribed with title
in pencil to lower image10 x 14cm
Est Price £90 - £120

116.

AR Clare Veronica Hope Leighton, SWE, ARE, RE (1898-1989)"Tits on hopper"black and white woodcut, signed, numbered 1/xxx and inscribed with
title in pencil to lower image15 x 10cm
Est Price £50 - £60

117.

AR Elizabeth Tozer (20th century) "Dance rhythms II"mixed media, signed lower right 52 x 72cm

118.

•AR Hans Erni (1909-2015) Horse studies two pen and ink drawingsboth signed and dated 52 22 x 27cms and 25 x 31cms (2)
Est Price £180 - £220

119.

AR John Rattenbury Skeaping (1901-1980)Figure on horseback watercolour, signed and dated 70 lower right39 x 54cms
Est Price £250 - £350

120.

AR Froste (20th century)Abstract compositioncoloured print, signed and numbered 9/15 in pencil to lower image43 x 53cm

121.

AR Philip Sheffield (20th century) Botanical studiespair of coloured lithographs, signed and variously numbered38 x 33cm and 39 x 30cm (2)
Est Price £30 - £50

122.

Warner Bros (20th century) "Riddler"lithograph, published DC Comics 1996 and numbered 305/350 in pen to lower right image 56 x 56cm

124.

After Lawrence Steven Lowry, RA (1887-1976)"Viaduct St Passage"coloured print, numbered 387/850 in pen to lower margin34 x 24cm
Est Price £150 - £200

125.

AR Peter Smith (born 1967)"I like shopping and shopping likes me"giclee print, signed, numbered 79/250 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower
margin37 x 37cm

126.

AR Mark Andrew Godwin (born 1957) "Seraph IV"coloured etching, signed and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin35 x 93cm
Est Price £40 - £50

127.

AR Mark Andrew Godwin (born 1957)"Seraph XXIV"coloured etching, signed and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin 34 x 91cm
Est Price £40 - £50

128.

AR Mark Andrew Godwin (born 1957) "Voyager X"coloured etching, signed, inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin 75 x 89cm
Est Price £120 - £150

129.

AR Mark Andrew Godwin (born 1957)"Voyager XVI"coloured etching, signed and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin76 x 89cm
Est Price £120 - £150

130.

AR Peter J Olley (born 1942)"Page from a sketchbook, Spring 1981 - Nos 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9 and 9"group of seven screen prints, all signed, dated 81,
numbered from an edition of 15 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margins, assorted sizes (7)
Est Price £80 - £100

131.

AR Alistair Grant (1925-1997) "Glow IV" coloured lithograph, signed, numbered 10/20 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin54 x 74cm
Est Price £40 - £50

132.

AR Mark Andrew Godwin (born 1957) "Campus XXV"coloured etching, signed and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin 45 x 60cm
Est Price £70 - £90

133.

AR Georges Kotsonis (born 1939) Angelcoloured print, signed and numbered 46/110 in pencil to lower margin 46 x 60cm
Est Price £70 - £90

134.

AR Leiko Ikemura (born 1951) "Snail" lithograph, signed and numbered 74/75 in pencil to lower margin 57 x 44cm
Est Price £40 - £50

135.

AR After Henry Moore, Figurescoloured print58 x 55cm
Est Price £80 - £100

136.

AR Salvador Dali (1904-1989) Portraitblack and white etching, signed and numbered 205/250 in pencil to lower margin58 x 40cm
Est Price £120 - £150

137.

AR After Eric Ravilious (1903-1942)"Greenwich Observatory" coloured print, numbered 278/500 in pencil to lower margin19 x 27cm
Est Price £30 - £40

138.

AR Ceri Richards, CBE (1903-1971) "Poem on this birthday"coloured print, signed, dated 65 and number 31/50 in lower margin57 x 79cm
Est Price £200 - £250

139.

AR After Peter Kitchell (born 1950)Abstract compositionspair of coloured prints50 x 90cms (2)

140.

AR Lucas Kuys (born 1942)"B.O.S. Mudbank"pen, ink and watercolour, signed and dated 1992 lower centre26 x 36cmProvenance: Bircham Art Gallery,
Great Bircham, Norfolk
Est Price £50 - £60

141.

AR Aidan Kirkpatrick (20th century)"Langley Hall"black and white etching, signed, dated 1979, numbered 5/100 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower
margin17 x 25cm, together with a further coloured etching by E S Elmhirst (2)

142.

AR Clive Dunn (20th century)"Sideboard"coloured print, signed, numbered 4/15 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin19 x 29cm
Est Price £50 - £60

143.

AR John Anderson (contemporary)"Tilting at windmills"mixed media, initialled, dated April 99 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower image36 x 26cm

144.

AR Claire Johnson (20th century)"Looking North towards Britannia Pier"coloured lithograph39 x 55cm
Est Price £100 - £120

145.

AR A E Blake (20th century)Landscape with tractor and trailerwatercolour, signed and dated 56 lower right33 x 44cm
Est Price £40 - £50

146.

AR Norman Stevens (1937-1988)"Second Iris"coloured etching, signed, dated 79, numbered 135/200 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin25
x 20cm, together with a further print signed David Suff (2)

147.

After Fernand Leger, "Fernand Leger Moderna Museet"coloured poster100 x 68cm
Est Price £180 - £220

148.

AR William Norman Gaunt (1918-2001)"A Grey Day on Pilling Sands 1979"oil on board, signed lower left and inscribed with title verso49 x 59cm
Est Price £80 - £100

149.

AR Thomas (20th century)Still Life study and lady by flowerstwo oils on board, both signed45 x 55cm and 60 x 50cm, one unframed (2)

150.

AR Karl Hagedorn, RBA, RSMA, NEAC, NS (1889-1969)"Greenwich"pen, ink and watercolour, signed and dated 61 lower right 27 x 54cmProvenance:
Britain in Watercolours - see label verso
Est Price £300 - £400

151.

AR Karen Law (contemporary)"Furrows"acrylic24 x 34cm

152.

Italian School (20th century)Market placeoil on board, indistinctly signed lower right22 x 33cm
Est Price £150 - £200

153.

AR Alan Stenhouse Gourley, PROI (1909-1991)"Marsaxlokk"oil on board, signed lower right25 x 34cm
Est Price £120 - £150

154.

AR Lady Wendy Batsford (1916-2007)Still Life Studyoil on canvas, signed lower right62 x 74cm
Est Price £120 - £150

155.

AR Katherine Arini Vane (1891-1965)Landscape with figures by a cottageoil on board, signed and dated 32 lower centre49 x 47cm
Est Price £40 - £50

156.

AR Neil Canning (born 1960)"Reflex I" and "Reflex IV"pair of mixed media, signed, dated 00, numbered 15/75 and inscribed with titles in pencil to lower
margins30 x 35cm (2)
Est Price £100 - £150

157.

AR Deanne (20th century)"Ophelia and the Grave Diggers"coloured etching, signed, numbered 6/50 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin59 x
47cm

158.

Modern British School (20th century)Interior at Fitzhead Courtoil on board24 x 34cm
Est Price £200 - £250

159.

AR Frank Humphrey Allen (1896-1977)"After Dufy"gouache on board, inscribed verso28 x 38cm

160.

AR Charlotte J Birket (20th century)Still Lifemixed media81 x 57cm
Est Price £30 - £40

161.

AR Caroline Bailey (born 1953)"Crowdicote"mixed media, signed, dated 1978 lower right, further inscribed with title lower left60 x 46cm
Est Price £120 - £150

162.

Modern School (20th century)Figure studiespair of mixed media, one indistinctly signed45 x 33cm (2)
Est Price £30 - £40

163.

Circle of Lucy Harwood (1893-1972)Still Life Studyoil on panel, bears signature verso48 x 32cm
Est Price £100 - £120

164.

Modern British School (20th century)Full length female nuderouge drawing32 x 18cm

165.

AR E Fuge (20th century)Portrait of Marshall Petainoil on board, signed lower left49 x 38cm
Est Price £100 - £150

166.

AR Mary Fedden (1915-2012)"White Cliffs"watercolour and gouache, signed and dated 67 lower right28 x 34cm
Est Price £1500 - £2000

167.

AR Phillip Bissell (born 1952)"Bad News in Valhalla"mixed media, monogrammed lower left61 x 61cmProvenance: Royal Academy of Arts, Summer
Exhibition 2002
Est Price £60 - £80

168.

AR Lynn Boning (20th century)Figure studyoil on canvas, inscribed verso51 x 76cm
Est Price £30 - £40

169.

AR Ian Piper (born 1941)"The Table Lamp and vase of flowers"oil on board, signed lower right and inscribed with title verso 60 x 60cmProvenance:
Mandell's Gallery, Elm Hill, Norwich
Est Price £800 - £1200

170.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Blue Guitar" (from The Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image103 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

171.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Roots of Language" (primary colours) (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered
15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image106 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

172.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Money Man" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 27 9 2006 and numbered 14/40 in pencil to
lower right image105 x 75cm
Est Price £500 - £600

173.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Ploughman"mixed media collage103 x 55cm
Est Price £6000 - £8000

174.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Cyclops" (from The Odyssey Series)group of three black and white etchings to form one image, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005,
numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite"each image 74 x 105cm and overall image 222 x 105cm
Est Price £1500 - £2000

175.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"180 defaced coins" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left margin76 x 105cm
Est Price £500 - £600

176.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Holly Johnson, Frankie goes to Hollywood (Two Tribes)" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 27 9 2006
and numbered 14/40 in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

177.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Mickey Mouse" (from The Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

178.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Mickey Mouse" (from The Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed twice, dated 2 Nov 2005, inscribed "trial proof" one of
one, Odyssey/Iliad Suite in pencil to lower left image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

179.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Lotus Eaters, Get to Your Feet You Worthless Spawn Jellyfish"mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40
and inscribed Odyssey/Iliad Suite in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

180.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"John Barry, String Beat" (from the Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

181.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Galloway Days" (from The Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad" in pencil to lower left image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

182.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Death Plaque" (Christmas Died) (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 27 9 2006 and numbered
14/40 in pencil to lower right image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

183.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Ploughman" (from The Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

184.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Dirty Money" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40, and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

185.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"A Journey to my Childhood" (from The Odyssey Series)coloured etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

186.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Change of Heart" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left margin105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

187.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Mighty Dollar" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 22 6 2000, further signed and dated 2
Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

188.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Captain Beefheart" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite"105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

189.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Hawk and the Dove" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching and aquatint, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005,
numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

190.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Return to Ithaca" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching and aquatint, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40
and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

191.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"King Agamemnon's Navy" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching and aquatint, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005,
numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

192.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Wax 78RPM" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 27 9 2006 and numbered 14/40 in pencil to lower right
image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

193.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Pound symbol" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite"105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

194.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Dream of the Trojan Horse" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite"105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

195.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Rolling Stones, Sticky Fingers" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 27 9 2006, numbered 14/40 in pencil
to lower right image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

196.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Odysseus, the Resourceful" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite"105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

197.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"C130 gunship" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 27 9 2006, numbered 14/40 in pencil to lower image74
x 105cm
Est Price £500 - £600

198.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"240 pennies"coloured etching, signed, dated 27 9 2006, numbered 14/40 in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

199.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Madonna" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 27 9 2006, numbered 14/40 in pencil to lower right
image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

200.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Big Heart" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40, inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" for Raoul & Marbella in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

201.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Elvis's Greatest Hits" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40, inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

202.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Small Heart" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

203.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Siege of Troy" (Old Men's Battle Tales (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005,
numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

204.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Stealth Bomber II"black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in
pencil to lower left image74 x 105cm
Est Price £500 - £600

205.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Faint Heart" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

206.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Nuclear Bomber" (variation) (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40
and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower left image74 x 105cm
Est Price £500 - £600

207.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Who, Tommy" (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed
"Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in pencil to lower right margin105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

208.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Nuclear Bomber" black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, inscribed (Unique Variation) intaglio, Odyssey/Iliad Suite
in pencil to lower left image74 x 105cm
Est Price £500 - £600

209.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Stravinsky, a love of the earth" (from The Rites of Spring)mixed media, signed, dated 27 9 2006, numbered 14/40 in pencil to
top right image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

210.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Euro" (from The Odyssey Series)black and white etching, signed, dated 27 Sept 2006 and numbered 14/40 in pencil to lower
right image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

211.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"Stealth Bomber I" black and white etching, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 15/40 and inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite" in
pencil to lower left image74 x 105cm
Est Price £500 - £600

212.

AR Colin Self (born 1941)"The Roots of Language" (blue) (from The Odyssey Series)mixed media, signed, dated 2 Nov 2005, numbered 14/40 and
inscribed "Odyssey/Iliad Suite", further inscribed "Blue Version/colourway within the colour edition" in pencil to lower image105 x 74cm
Est Price £500 - £600

213.

AR Gloria French (20th century)"Marina in evening"oil on board, monogrammed lower right28 x 38cm
Est Price £50 - £60

214.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Abstract compositionoil on board90 x 44cm, unframed
Est Price £60 - £80

215.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)"Pilgrimage"oil on board, signed and inscribed with title verso61 x 122cm, unframed
Est Price £120 - £150

216.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Abstract Still Lifesgroup of three oils on board60 x 43cm (3)
Est Price £120 - £150

217.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)"The Bowl of Fruit" oil on panel59 x 42cm
Est Price £60 - £80

218.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Abstract compositionoil on board60 x 50cm
Est Price £40 - £60

219.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Female nudemixed media70 x 53cm
Est Price £30 - £50

220.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Abstract compositionsgroup of three charcoal drawings, one signedassorted sizes (3)
Est Price £40 - £60

221.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)"Farm buildings"oil on panel29 x 21cm, together with a further work by the same artist (2)
Est Price £40 - £60

222.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)"Night shift"oil on board75 x 50cm
Est Price £150 - £200

223.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Abstract Still Lifeoil on board60 x 84cm
Est Price £80 - £120

224.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Assorted subjects, large folder of assorted works, sketchbooks etc
Est Price £80 - £120

225.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Four of the artist's palettes (4)

226.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Various subjectsGroup of four A3 and smaller artist's sketchbooks
Est Price £50 - £60

227.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Assorted subjectsLarge quantity of drawings etc
Est Price £50 - £60

228.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Collection of assorted sketchbooks, drawings etc

229.

Yudice Belenkie (contemporary)Two folders of assorted works
Est Price £60 - £80

230.

Circle of Coetzee Christo (1929-2001)Easter Island Moai Statues 1954oil on board, bears inscription verso26 x 21cm
Est Price £80 - £120

231.

AR Jane Sanger (contemporary)"From Waxham 2005"oil on canvas, initialled and dated 05 lower right46 x 61, unframed
Est Price £300 - £350

232.

AR Jane Sanger (contemporary)"Fen shed"oil on canvas, initialled lower right60 x 60cm, unframed
Est Price £350 - £400

233.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)Cottagesblack and white print23 x 40cm
Est Price £30 - £40

234.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Snowballs"linocut, signed, dated 80 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower image27 x 19cm
Est Price £60 - £80

235.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Christmas takes the biscuit (Huntley & Palmer)"linocut40 x 28cm
Est Price £50 - £80

236.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Hannah (Young girl with post)"linocut, signed and dated 84 in pencil to lower image39 x 19cm
Est Price £70 - £90

237.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Derelict"linocut, signed, dated 77, numbered 33/50 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin40 x 55cm
Est Price £80 - £120

238.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Holly Bowl"linocut, signed, dated 79 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower image19 x 27cm
Est Price £60 - £80

239.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Country Cottage"linocut, signed, dated 82, numbered 6/75 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower margin51 x
23cm
Est Price £100 - £120

240.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Christmas market, Sunday"coloured print24 x 28cm

241.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Jacob's biscuits"linocut, signed and dated 85 in pencil to lower image72 x 15cm
Est Price £50 - £80

242.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Fisherman's cottage"linocut, signed, dated 82 and inscribed "artist's proof/fisherman's cottage"51 x 23cm
Est Price £100 - £120

243.
244.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Hannah - Christmas 86"linocut, signed and inscribed with title in pencil to lower image33 x 24cm
Est Price £40 - £60

245.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Cockerel"linocut, signed, dated 88 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower image27 x 19cm
Est Price £40 - £60

246.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"The corner shop, Paradise Place, Norwich - 1960"linocut, signed and dated 90 and inscribed with title in pencil to
lower margin19 x 13cm
Est Price £40 - £60

247.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Flint cottage"linocut, signed, dated 82 and inscribed "artist's proof/flint cottage" in pencil to lower margin30 x 23cm
Est Price £60 - £80

248.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Fish Wharf/3)linocut, signed, dated 67 and inscribed "artist's proof/fish wharf/3" in pencil to lower margin38 x
55cm
Est Price £120 - £150

249.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"The Market/1 (Norwich)"linocut, signed, dated 65 and inscribed "artist's proof/the market/1" in pen to lower
margin35 x 74cm
Est Price £150 - £200

250.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Crows"black and white print24 x 38cm

251.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Sewing machine"linocut 25 x 35cm
Est Price £30 - £50

252.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)Fruit bowltriptych linocut, signed and dated 89 lower righteach image 18 x 17cm
Est Price £80 - £120

253.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"The New Arrival"linocut, signed, dated 82 and inscribed with title in pencil to lower image26 x 19cm
Est Price £40 - £50

254.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Street scene"linocut, signed and dated 53-03 in pencil to lower right27 x 40cm
Est Price £40 - £50

255.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Cat with bauble"linocut, signed and dated 87 in pencil to lower right26 x 34cm
Est Price £50 - £60

256.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Apple years"linocut, signed and dated 99, further inscribed with title lower left27 x 40cm
Est Price £50 - £60

257.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Doorway"linocut, signed and dated 81 in pencil to lower right27 x 20cm
Est Price £40 - £50

258.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"Train station"black and white print27 x 15cm

259.

AR H John Jackson, ARE (born 1938)"North Norfolk Winter"black and white print27 x 39cm

260.

AR John Piper, CH (1903-1992)"Llangloffan"artist's coloured proof with publisher's blind stamp, signed in pencil to lower right margin40 x 57cm
Est Price £200 - £250

261.

AR John Piper, CH (1903-1992)"Long Melford Church"lithograph, signed and numbered 248/275 in pencil to lower margin46 x 62cm
Est Price £700 - £900

262.

AR Paul Pennisi (20th century)"Verde Boscaglia"oil on panel, on glass backing, signed lower rightpanel 27 x 10cm
Est Price £100 - £150

263.

AR Che' Newton Woof (20th century)"All Saint's Day - Notre Dame"oil on board22 x 18cmProvenance: Federation of British Artists Gallery - see label
verso
Est Price £40 - £50

264.

AR Gwyneth Johnstone (1915-2010)Various subjects including Still Life and Figurescollection of 50+ works including pen and ink drawings,
watercolours etcvarying sizes, all unframed (qty)
Est Price £1500 - £2000

265.

Tessa Newcomb (born 1955)"Down among the onions"oil on board, initialled and dated 04 lower right71 x 61cm
Est Price £800 - £1000

266.

Tessa Newcomb (born 1955)"Women under the Mulbury (Cyprus)"oil on canvas, initialled and dated 18 lower right49 x 59cm
Est Price £750 - £900

267.

Tessa Newcomb (born 1955)"Eggs in night kitchen"oil on board, initialled and dated 16 lower right30 x 23cm
Est Price £400 - £500

268.

AR Tessa Newcomb (born 1955)"Lily Grandifloriem"painted coffee table, signed and inscribed with title underneath60 x 65cm
Est Price £300 - £400

269.

AR Bob Broadley (20th century)Figures in a landscapeoil on canvas, signed lower left76 x 102cm
Est Price £80 - £120

270.

AR Rosamund le Hunte-Cooper (1921-1975)"Weybourne Corner"oil on board32 x 26cm
Est Price £40 - £50

271.

AR Horace Walter Tuck (1876-1951)Landscape with figureoil on board, signed lower right33 x 44cm
Est Price £50 - £60

272.

AR Horace Walter Tuck (1876-1951)Wooded landscape with figure and cottageoil on canvas, see remains of old label verso 34 x 44cm
Est Price £50 - £60

273.

AR Martin Battye (born 1952)French landscape with village near a streamoil on canvas58 x 73cm
Est Price £150 - £200

274.

AR Martin Battye (born 1952)Continental valley landscape with villageoil on canvas63 x 78cm
Est Price £280 - £320

275.

AR Martin Battye (born 1952)"Veaux"oil on canvas59 x 74cm
Est Price £400 - £500

276.

AR Martin Battye (born 1952)Continental landscapeoil on canvas49 x 69cm
Est Price £200 - £300

